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(54) TRANSMISSION APPARATUS

(57) In a vehicle engine transmission apparatus 30,
a shift spindle sensor 55 is mounted in and extends
through a through spindle sensor mount hole 23Bh de-
fined in a spindle sensor mount seat 23B formed on a
portion of a case 23, and a shift drum sensor 48 is mount-
ed in and extends through a through drum sensor mount
hole 23Ah defined in a drum sensor mount seat 23A
formed on a portion of the case 23. The direction in which

the shift spindle sensor 55 is mounted and the direction
in which the shift drum sensor 48 is mounted are same
as each other. The shift spindle sensor and the shift drum
sensor can be easily attached to and detached from their
mount seats and can be well serviced for excellent main-
tainability, and the mount seats can be machined with
ease and excellent machinability.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a transmission
apparatus incorporated in a power unit mounted on a
small-size vehicle.
[0002] Transmission apparatus of the type described
generally have a normally meshing type transmission
that operates to achieve a desired transmission gear po-
sition by rotationally moving a shift spindle in response
to a gear shifting action, converting the rotary motion of
the shift spindle into intermittent rotary motion of a shift
drum with a shift drum actuating mechanism, axially mov-
ing a shift fork with the intermittent rotary motion of the
shift drum, and moving a shift gear of the transmission
with the axial motion of the shift fork, thereby selecting
an effectively working transmission gear pair out of a plu-
rality of intermeshing transmission gear pairs.
[0003] Among those transmission apparatus, there is
a transmission apparatus having a neutral switch or shift
drum sensor for detecting the rotational motion of the
shift drum and a shifter switch or shift spindle sensor for
detecting the rotational motion of the shift spindle in order
to reliably determine whether or not the transmission is
in a neutral position (see, for example, Japanese Patent
No.6 069 774 (JP 6069774)).
[0004] In the transmission apparatus disclosed in JP
6069774, the neutral switch or shift drum sensor for de-
tecting a neutral rotational position of the shift drum is
mounted on a rear wall of an upper crankcase member
or upper crankcase section that faces the outer circum-
ferential surface of the shift drum.
[0005] In the transmission apparatus disclosed in JP
6069774 the shifter switch or shift spindle sensor for de-
tecting the rotational motion of the shift spindle is illus-
trated in a configurational diagram (FIG. 6) of a transmis-
sion control system. Meanwhile, the shifter switch or shift
spindle sensor is not illustrated in a side elevational view
(FIG. 2) of a power unit and a plan view (FIG. 3) of the
power unit.
[0006] Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3 of JP 6069774, the
neutral switch, denoted by S4, is installed on a rear sur-
face 32b of the upper crankcase member, denoted by
32, substantially from behind, so that the neutral switch
S4 is mounted on a substantially rearwardly facing mount
seat face on the upper crankcase member 32.
[0007] As illustrated in FIGS. 1 through 5 of JP
6069774, in addition to the neutral switch S4, a third ro-
tational speed sensor S3 is mounted on the rear surface
32b of the upper crankcase member 32. However, a shift-
er switch 135 is not illustrated.
[0008] The shifter switch 135 is not illustrated on an
upper surface 32a of the upper crankcase member 32
either.
[0009] In the transmission apparatus disclosed in JP
6069774, the shifter switch 135 seems to be mounted on
the upper crankcase member 32 in view of the position
of the shift spindle, denoted by 84, illustrated in FIG. 2.
However the shifter switch 135 is not present on the rear

surface 32b of the upper crankcase member 32, and any
structure is not disclosed wherein the mount seat face
for the shifter switch 135 and the mount seat face for the
neutral switch S4 lie parallel to each other.
[0010] Therefore, the neutral switch and the shifter
switch are installed perpendicularly on and removed per-
pendicularly from the respective mount seat faces in dif-
ferent directions, and hence cannot be well serviced
when they are attached to and detached from their mount
seat faces.
[0011] Furthermore, when the mount seat faces for the
neutral switch and the shifter switch are machined, their
machinability is poor.
[0012] The present invention has been made in view
of the above problems. It is an object of at least the pre-
ferred embodiments of the present invention to provide
a transmission apparatus that includes a shift spindle
sensor and a shift drum sensor that can be easily at-
tached to and detached from their mount seats and that
can be well serviced for excellent maintainability, and
that allows the mount seats respectively for the shift spin-
dle sensor and the shift drum sensor to be machined with
ease and excellent machinability.
[0013] There is provided in accordance with the
present invention a transmission apparatus incorporated
in a power unit mounted on a small-size vehicle and in-
cluding a shift spindle rotatable in response to a gear
shifting action, a shift drum rotatable through a shift drum
actuating mechanism by rotation of the shift spindle, and
a case covering the shift spindle and the shift drum, the
transmission apparatus comprising: a shift spindle sen-
sor for detecting rotary movement of the shift spindle;
and a shift drum sensor for detecting rotary movement
of the shift drum; wherein the shift spindle sensor is
mounted in and extends through a through spindle sen-
sor mount hole defined in a spindle sensor mount seat
formed on a predetermined portion of the case; the shift
drum sensor is mounted in and extends through a through
drum sensor mount hole defined in a drum sensor mount
seat formed on a predetermined portion of the case; and
a direction in which the shift spindle sensor is mounted
in and extends through the through spindle sensor mount
hole is same as a direction in which the shift drum sensor
is mounted in and extends through the through drum sen-
sor mount hole.
[0014] With this arrangement, since the direction in
which the shift spindle sensor is mounted in and extends
through the through spindle sensor mount hole in the
spindle sensor mount seat formed in the predetermined
portion of the case is same as the direction in which the
shift drum sensor is mounted in and extends through the
through drum sensor mount hole in the drum sensor
mount seat formed in the predetermined portion of the
case, the shift spindle sensor and the shift drum sensor
can be installed on and removed from the case on one
external side thereof. Therefore, the shift spindle sensor
and the shift drum sensor can be installed and removed
with ease and can be serviced for excellent maintaina-
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bility.
[0015] Furthermore, as the through spindle sensor
mount hole and the through drum sensor mount hole are
oriented in the same direction, the spindle sensor mount
seat and the drum sensor mount seat can be machined
in the same direction with ease for excellent machinabil-
ity.
[0016] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the
shift spindle sensor is a limit switch having a spindle sen-
sor actuator projecting from a spindle sensor body, and
is capable of selectively being turned on and off in re-
sponse to advancing and retracting movement of the
spindle sensor actuator which is held in contact with a
detectable surface on a part of an outer circumferential
surface of the shift spindle.
[0017] The shift drum sensor may be a limit switch hav-
ing a drum sensor actuator projecting from a drum sensor
body, and may be capable to be selectively turned on
and off in response to advancing and retracting move-
ment of the drum sensor actuator which is held in contact
with a detectable surface on a part of an outer circum-
ferential surface of the shift drum.
[0018] Further, directions of advancing and retracting
movement of the spindle sensor actuator and directions
of advancing and retracting movement of the drum sen-
sor actuator may be the same as each other.
[0019] With the above arrangement, inasmuch as the
directions in which the spindle sensor actuator is ad-
vanced and retracted, and the directions in which the
drum sensor actuator is advanced and retracted are the
same as each other, accelerations due to the vibrations
of the power unit act equally on the spindle sensor actu-
ator and the drum sensor actuator, and any differences
due to disturbances between timings at which the shift
spindle sensor and the shift drum sensor detect operating
states of the transmission apparatus are minimized.
[0020] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the
shift spindle and the shift drum have respective rotational
central axes extending parallel to each other and are
staggered horizontally with respect to each other such
that they are kept out of vertical alignment with each oth-
er.
[0021] The spindle sensor mount seat and the drum
sensor mount seat may be formed on an upper wall of
the case that covers the shift spindle and the shift drum
from above.
[0022] With the above arrangement, since the spindle
sensor mount seat and the drum sensor mount seat are
formed on the upper wall of the case that covers the shift
spindle and the shift drum from above, the shift spindle
sensor mounted on and extending through the spindle
sensor mount seat and the shift drum sensor mounted
on and extending through the drum sensor mount seat
are protected by the crankcase from pebbles or the like
flipped up from the ground.
[0023] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, at
least one of the spindle sensor mount seat and the drum
sensor mount seat is disposed on a bottom wall of a re-

cess defined in the case and extending inward from an
outer surface of the case.
[0024] With the above arrangement, since at least one
of the spindle sensor mount seat and the drum sensor
mount seat is disposed on a bottom wall of a recess de-
fined in the case and extending inward from an outer
surface of the case, at least one of the shift spindle sensor
and the shift drum sensor, which is mounted on the mount
seat on the bottom wall of the recess, is at least partly
housed in the recess and protected from pebbles or the
like.
[0025] In a further preferred embodiment of the inven-
tion, the power unit is suspended from a vehicle body
frame of the small-size vehicle through a projecting hang-
er of the case.
[0026] The shift drum sensor may be mounted on the
drum sensor mount seat on the bottom wall of the recess
defined in the hanger.
[0027] With the above arrangement, since the shift
drum sensor is mounted on the drum sensor mount seat
on the bottom wall of the recess defined in the projecting
hanger of the case, the shift drum sensor is at least partly
housed in the recess in the hanger, and is reliably pro-
tected by the hanger from pebbles or the like and easily
kept out of interference with other devices.
[0028] In a still further embodiment of the invention, a
rotational speed sensor for detecting rotation of a trans-
mission gear rotatably supported on a transmission gear
shaft of the transmission apparatus is mounted in and
extends through the case at a position closer to either
one of the shift spindle sensor and the shift drum sensor
than to the other of the shift spindle sensor and the shift
drum sensor.
[0029] In the above arrangement, inasmuch as the ro-
tational speed sensor is mounted on the case at a position
closer to either one of the shift spindle sensor than to the
shift drum sensor, the rotational speed sensor and either
one of the shift spindle sensor and the shift drum sensor
are put closely together, creating a space on the case
that can effectively be used to place other devices there-
in.
[0030] In an embodiment of the invention, the shift
drum sensor is mounted on the drum sensor mount seat
formed on a portion of the case adjacent to one end of
the shift drum in rotational central axis directions thereof.
[0031] Further, the rotational speed sensor may be
mounted on a portion of the case adjacent to the other
end, which is opposite to the one end, of the shift drum
in the rotational central axis directions thereof.
[0032] With the above arrangement, since the shift
drum sensor is mounted on the drum sensor mount seat
formed on a portion of the case adjacent to one end of
the shift drum in the rotational axis directions thereof, and
the rotational speed sensor is mounted on a portion of
the case adjacent to the other end, which is opposite to
the one end of the shift drum, in the rotational axis direc-
tions thereof, the shift drum sensor and the rotational
speed sensor are spaced from each other on the respec-
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tive portions of the case on both ends of the shift drum
in the rotational axis directions thereof. Therefore, there
is a large space available on the case between the shift
drum sensor and the rotational speed sensor for effective
use as a space to place other devices therein.
[0033] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, at
a position separated from the shift spindle sensor along
a longitudinal direction of the shift spindle, a second shift
spindle sensor for detecting rotary movement of the shift
spindle is provided on the case.
[0034] According to the above configuration, since ro-
tational movement of the shift spindle is detected not only
by the shift spindle sensor but also by the second shift
spindle sensor, rotational movement of the shift spindle
is detected by the two shift spindle sensors, whereby
detection of the rotational movement of the shift spindle
can be detected precisely.
[0035] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the
first-named shift spindle sensor is for detecting rotary
movement of the shift spindle in one direction, and the
second shift spindle sensor is for detecting rotary move-
ment of the shift spindle in the other direction.
[0036] According to the above configuration, the first
named shift spindle sensor and the second shift spindle
sensor operate to detect rotary movements in mutually
different directions, whereby rotary movements in both
the upshifting and downshifting directions can be detect-
ed in a distinguished way.
[0037] In a further preferred embodiment of the inven-
tion, the small-size vehicle includes center frames ex-
tending rearward from left and right main frames extend-
ing from a head pipe; a fuel tank is mounted between the
center frames; a fuel pump unit having a fuel pump with
a fuel delivery portion is mounted on a bottom plate of
the fuel tank with the fuel delivery portion protruding
downward from the bottom plate; the fuel tank is posi-
tioned above the case; and at least a portion of the fuel
pump unit is in vertically overlapping relation with the
first-named shift spindle sensor and the second shift spin-
dle sensor.
[0038] According to the above configuration, at least a
portion of the fuel pump unit mounted on the bottom plate
of the fuel pump and disposed above the case is in over-
lapping relation with the first-named shift spindle sensor
and the second shift spindle sensor. Therefore, the down-
wardly protruding fuel delivery portion in the central por-
tion of the fuel pump unit is positioned between the two
shift spindle sensors with respect to the length direction
of the shift spindle and can avoid interference with the
two shift spindle sensors. As a result, the fuel pump unit
can be installed at a lowered level as close as possible
to the case, whereby the bottom plate of the fuel tank,
on which the fuel pump unit is mounted, can be lowered
with resultant increase of the volume of the fuel tank.
[0039] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the
small-size vehicle is mounted thereon with a quick-shift-
ing mechanism for lowering output of the engine to per-
form speed change operation without transmission clutch

operation; the shift spindle is configured to rotate by a
shifting operation of a shift lever by way of a link mech-
anism; a shift sensor is provided for detecting initial move-
ment of the link mechanism due to a shifting action; and
the quick-shifting mechanism is operable based on a de-
tection signal from the shift sensor and on detection sig-
nals from the first-named shift spindle sensor and the
second shift spindle sensor.
[0040] According to the above configuration, the small-
size vehicle is mounted thereon with a quick-shifting
mechanism for lowering output of the engine to perform
speed change operation without transmission clutch op-
eration, and the quick-shifting mechanism operates
based on a detection signal from the shift sensor for de-
tecting initial movement of the link mechanism due to a
shifting action and based on detection signals from the
first-named shift spindle sensor and the second shift spin-
dle sensor. The quick-shifting mechanism thus performs
engine output reduction upon detecting initial movement
of speed change action. The quick-shifting mechanism
then operates to cease the engine output reduction upon
detection signals from the first-named shift spindle sen-
sor and the second shift spindle sensor. The quick-shift-
ing mechanism thus operates to perform engine output
control at a proper timing without transmission clutch op-
eration to lower the transmission torque and to smoothly
disconnect the transmission dog clutch, ensuring smooth
and quick speed change operation in the transmission.
[0041] According to the present invention, the direction
in which the shift spindle sensor is mounted in and ex-
tends through the through spindle sensor mount hole in
the spindle sensor mount seat formed in the predeter-
mined portion of the case is same as the direction in
which the shift drum sensor is mounted in and extends
through the through drum sensor mount hole in the drum
sensor mount seat formed in the predetermined portion
of the case. Consequently, the shift spindle sensor and
the shift drum sensor can be installed on and removed
from the case on one external side thereof. Therefore,
the shift spindle sensor and the shift drum sensor can be
installed and removed with ease and can be serviced for
excellent maintainability.
[0042] Further, as the through spindle sensor mount
hole and the through drum sensor mount hole are orient-
ed in the same directions, the spindle sensor mount seat
and the drum sensor mount seat can be machined in the
same direction with ease and hence have excellent
machinability.
[0043] Certain preferred embodiments of the invention
will now be described by way of example only, and with
reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a side elevational view of a motorcycle
mounted thereon with a transmission apparatus ac-
cording to a first embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 2 is a side elevational view of a power unit
mounted on the motorcycle illustrated in FIG. 1;
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FIG. 3 is a plan view of the power unit illustrated in
FIG. 2;
FIG. 4 is a fragmentary side elevational view of a
rear portion of the power unit illustrated in FIG. 2;
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary perspective view of the rear
portion of the power unit illustrated in FIG. 2;
FIG. 6 is a fragmentary perspective view depicting
the internal structure of the transmission apparatus
in the rear portion of the power unit, with a crankcase
omitted from illustration;
FIG. 7 is a sectional view of the power unit, partly
cut away, taken along line VIII-VIII of FIG. 3, imme-
diately prior to the installation of a shift drum sensor
and a shift spindle sensor;
FIG. 8 is a sectional view of the power unit taken
along line VIII-VIII of FIG. 3;
FIG. 9 is a sectional view of the power unit taken
along line IX-IX of FIG. 3;
FIG. 10 is a side elevational view of a motorcycle
mounted thereon with a transmission apparatus ac-
cording to a second embodiment of the present in-
vention;
FIG. 11 is a sectional view showing a principal portion
of the motorcycle, taken along line XI-XI of FIG. 10;
FIG. 12 is a plan view of a power unit mounted on
the motorcycle;
FIG. 13 is a rear side view of the power unit;
FIG. 14 is a perspective view of the power unit as
viewed from the rear side;
FIG. 15 is a sectional view of a portion of the power
unit;
FIG. 16 is a perspective view of the power unit as
seen from the rear side, showing the inside of the
power unit with a crank case removed;
FIG. 17 is a perspective view showing positional re-
lation of first and second shift spindle sensors rela-
tive to a shift spindle;
FIG. 18 is a left side view, partly in section, showing
the first and second shift spindle sensors relative to
the shift spindle, which is in a normal state;
FIG. 19 is a similar left side view showing the first
and second shift spindle sensors relative to the shift
spindle, which is operated for upshifting operation;
FIG. 20 is a similar left side view when the shift spin-
dle is operated for downshifting operation; and
FIG. 21 is a block diagram of a quick-shifting mech-
anism.

[0044] A transmission apparatus according to a first
embodiment of the present invention will be described in
detail below with reference to FIGS. 1 through 9.
[0045] FIG. 1 is a side elevational view of a motorcycle
1 as a saddle-type vehicle that incorporates a transmis-
sion apparatus according to the first embodiment of the
present invention.
[0046] In the present description, forward, rearward,
leftward, and rightward directions, and similar directional
expressions are defined in accordance with the normal

orientations of the motorcycle 1 that include a forward
direction along which the motorcycle 1 moves straight
ahead. In the drawings, the reference letters FR repre-
sent a forward direction, RR a rearward direction, LH a
leftward direction, and RH a rightward direction.
[0047] As illustrated in FIG. 1, the saddle-type motor-
cycle 1 includes a vehicle body frame 2 having a pair of
left and right main frames 3 extending rearward, i.e., wide
frames including respective down frame portions 3b, and
a pair of central frames 4 (see FIG. 2) coupled to respec-
tive rear ends of the main frames 3 and bent downward
into rear fork pivot portions 4a.
[0048] A seat rail 5 extends rearward and upward from
the bent portions of the central frames 4.
[0049] The vehicle body frame 2 also includes a head
pipe 3a extending downward from the front ends of the
main frames 3. A front wheel 7 is rotatably supported on
the lower end of a front fork 6 that is steerably supported
by the head pipe 3a. A steering handle 8 is coupled to
the upper end of the front fork 6.
[0050] A rear fork 10 has a front end angularly movably
supported by a pivot shaft 9 on the rear fork pivot portions
4a of the central frames 4. The rear fork 10 extends rear-
ward and has a rear end on which a rear wheel 11 is
rotatably supported by a rear axle, so that the rear wheel
11 is vertically swingable about the pivot shaft 9.
[0051] A power unit 20 is mounted on the vehicle body
frame 2 of the motorcycle 1. The power unit 20 includes
an internal combustion engine 21 having a crankcase 23
and a transmission apparatus 30 (FIG. 3) having a man-
ual multistage transmission (hereinafter referred to as
"transmission") 31 integrally housed in a rear portion of
the crankcase 23. The power unit 20 is suspended from
the down frame portions 3b of the main frames 3 and the
central frames 4 disposed behind the down frame por-
tions 3b.
[0052] A fuel tank 13 is mounted on the main frames
3 and the central frames 4 above the power unit 20, and
a rider’s seat 14 is supported on the seat rail 5 behind
the fuel tank 13.
[0053] A side stand 15 pivotally mounted on the lower
end of the left central frame 4 for angular movement be-
tween a lifted position and a lowered position.
[0054] Support brackets 16 have their front ends fixed
to the central frames 4 behind the pivot shaft 9 by which
the rear fork 10 is supported, and extend rearward. Back
steps 17 for placing the rider’s feet thereon are supported
on and project laterally outward from the rear ends of the
support brackets 16.
[0055] The internal combustion engine 21, which is a
water-cooled 4-cylinder, 4-stroke-cycle internal combus-
tion engine, is mounted on the motorcycle 1 and has a
crankshaft 22 (FIG. 2) oriented transversely across the
motorcycle 1, i.e., in leftward and rightward directions.
[0056] The crankshaft 22 is rotatably supported by the
crankcase 23. On the crankcase 23, there are succes-
sively stacked a cylinder block 24 and a cylinder head
25 in a substantially upright configuration with the cylin-
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der head 25 being covered with a cylinder head cover 26.
[0057] An intake pipe 27 extends upward through a
throttle body 27t from the cylinder head 25, which is tilted
forward, of the internal combustion engine 21, and is con-
nected to an air cleaner 27A.
[0058] An exhaust pipe 28 extends forward from the
cylinder head 25, is bent downward, then extends rear-
ward, and is connected to a muffler 28M in a rear section
of the motorcycle 1.
[0059] As illustrated in FIG. 4, the crankcase 23 of the
internal combustion engine 21 is made up of an upper
crankcase member 23U and a lower crankcase member
23L that are vertically separable from each other. A hang-
er 23h extends obliquely rearward and upward from an
upper rear portion of the upper crankcase member 23U.
[0060] As illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 5, the hanger 23h
has four arms 23ha extending obliquely rearward and
upward from the upper crankcase member 23U and ar-
rayed in the transverse directions of the motorcycle 1.
The four arms 23ha support on their distal ends a hollow
cylindrical bearing 23hb extending in the transverse di-
rections of the motorcycle 1, i.e., the leftward and right-
ward directions thereof.
[0061] As illustrated in FIG. 2, the hollow cylindrical
bearing 23hb of the hanger 23h is disposed between the
left and right central frames 4 of the vehicle body frame
2 and supported by a support shaft 18 extending there-
through and supported by the central frames 4, so that
the power unit 20 is suspended by the vehicle body frame
2.
[0062] As illustrated in FIG. 4, the crankshaft 22 is ro-
tatably supported between and by mating surfaces of left
and right bearing walls of the upper crankcase member
23U and the lower crankcase member 23L of the crank-
case 23. The transmission 31 has a main shaft 32 and a
countershaft 33 that extend in the transverse directions
of the motorcycle 1, i.e., the leftward and rightward di-
rections thereof. The countershaft 33 is also rotatably
supported between and by the mating surfaces of the left
and right bearing walls of the upper crankcase member
23U and the lower crankcase member 23L of the crank-
case 23.
[0063] The main shaft 32 of the transmission 31 is po-
sitioned upward and slightly forward of the countershaft
33, and supported by the upper crankcase member 23U.
[0064] As illustrated in FIG.6, the transmission 31 has
a group of transmission drive gears 32g rotatably sup-
ported on the main shaft 32 and a group of transmission
driven gears 33g supported on the countershaft 33, the
drive gears 32g and the driven gears 33g being normally
held in mesh with each other in pairs corresponding to
respective transmission gear ratios.
[0065] The countershaft 33, which is the output shaft
of the power unit 20, extends through the left bearing
walls and has a projecting left end fitted in an output
sprocket 34 that is covered with an output sprocket cover
37 (see FIG. 2) on the left side of the crankcase 23.
[0066] As shown in FIG. 2, the output sprocket 34 is

disposed at a position forward of and close to the pivot
shaft 9 by which the rear fork 10 is supported on the rear
fork pivot portions 4a. A drive chain 36 (see FIG. 1) is
trained around the output sprocket 34 and a driven
sprocket 35 fitted coaxially over the rear axle of the rear
wheel 11. The output power from the power unit 20 is
transmitted from the output sprocket 34 through the drive
chain 36 to the rear wheel 11, propelling the motorcycle 1.
[0067] As illustrated in FIG. 3, the group of transmis-
sion drive gears 32g and the group of transmission driven
gears 33g of the transmission 31 are covered with an
upper wall 23Ua of the upper crankcase member 23U
disposed thereabove. A rotational speed sensor 80 is
mounted on and extends downward through the upper
wall 23Ua. The rotational speed sensor 80 is disposed
in the vicinity of the rightmost one of the transmission
drive gears 32g that rotate in unison with the main shaft
32 (see also FIGS. 6 and 9) .
[0068] The rotational speed sensor 80 includes a hol-
low cylindrical sensor body 80a mounted in and extends
through a through mount hole defined in a rotational sen-
sor mount seat 23C of the upper wall 23Ua. A lock arm
81 projecting from the sensor body 80a is fastened to the
rotational sensor mount seat 23C by a bolt 82 (see FIG.
9).
[0069] The rotational speed sensor 80 is a proximity
sensor having a detector 80b on its distal end of the sen-
sor body 80a that faces the teeth of the transmission
drive gear 32g to detect the rotational speed of the main
shaft 32 based on the rotation of the transmission drive
gear 32g.
[0070] As illustrated in FIGS. 2 and 3, an AC generator
38 is mounted on the left end of the crankshaft 22 that
extends through the left bearing walls for the crankshaft
22. The AC generator 38 that projects on the left side of
the crankshaft 22 is covered with an ACG cover 39 on
the left side of the crankshaft 22.
[0071] As illustrated in FIG. 6, a transmission clutch 45
is mounted on the right end of the main shaft 32 that
extends through the right bearing walls of the crankcase
23, along a primary driven gear 44 mounted on the main
shaft 32. As illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 5, the upper crank-
case member 23U includes a clutch housing 23Ub that
protrudes upward beyond the upper wall 23Ua covering
the transmission 31 and that covers the outer circumfer-
ence of the transmission clutch 45.
[0072] The rotational speed sensor 80 that is mounted
on and extends downward through the upper wall 23Ua
is disposed on the left side of and along the clutch housing
23Ub protruding upward beyond the upper wall 23Ua.
[0073] As illustrated in FIG. 4, the transmission clutch
45 has a right side covered with a clutch cover 46.
[0074] As illustrated in FIG. 3, a clutch actuator 47 is
mounted on the clutch cover 46 to manually actuate the
transmission clutch 45.
[0075] As illustrated in FIG. 6, the main shaft 32 and
the countershaft 33 are disposed in vertically spaced up-
per and lower positions behind the crankshaft 22 of the
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internal combustion engine 21. A shift drum 41 is dis-
posed behind the main shaft 32.
[0076] As shown in FIG. 7, a shift fork shaft 42 is dis-
posed obliquely forward and downward of the shift drum
41 and between the group of transmission driven gears
33g and the shift drum 41. The shift fork shaft 42 extends
parallel to the main shaft 32 and the countershaft 33. A
shift fork 43 is rotatably supported on the shift fork shaft
42 and is slidable on and along the shift fork shaft 42 in
the leftward and rightward directions.
[0077] As illustrated in FIGS. 6 through 8, the shift fork
43 has an engagement pin 43p slidably engaging in a
lead groove 41v defined in the shift drum 41 and a bifur-
cated fork member engaging shifter gears slidably sup-
ported on the main shaft 32 and the countershaft 33.
[0078] When the shift drum 41 is turned about its own
axis, the shift fork 43 is axially moved by the engagement
pin 43p guided by the lead groove 41v defined in the shift
drum 41, moving the shifter gears to bring dog clutches
thereon into mesh with each other to make effective the
meshing of a pair of transmission gear pair on the main
shaft 32 and the countershaft 33, thereby establishing a
corresponding transmission gear position.
[0079] The shift drum 41 includes a hollow cylindrical
body having a rotational central axis extending in the left-
ward and rightward directions. The hollow cylindrical
body of the shift drum 41 has on its left end in the leftward
and rightward directions a detectable surface 41f (see
FIG. 7) that can be detected by a shift drum sensor 48.
The detectable surface 41f is basically a circumferentially
extending cylindrical surface.
[0080] The shift drum sensor 48 corresponds to a neu-
tral switch for detecting a neutral position of the trans-
mission apparatus 30, in particular, in an angular dis-
placement of the shift drum 41.
[0081] The detectable surface 41f of the shift drum 41
includes a projection tip 41fp that projects radially out-
ward from the circumferential surface of the detectable
surface 41f. When the shift drum 41 is rotationally moved
to bring the transmission apparatus 30 into the neutral
position, the projection tip 41fp is positioned to be direct-
ed upward.
[0082] As illustrated in FIGS. 5 and 7, the shift drum
sensor 48 is mounted on the upper wall 23Ua of the upper
crankcase member 23U that covers the shift drum 41
from above, and is positioned above the detectable sur-
face 41f on the left end of the shift drum 41.
[0083] As shown in FIGS. 7 and 8, the upper wall 23Ua
of the upper crankcase member 23U has its portion
above the detectable surface 41f on the left end of the
shift drum 41 adjacent to a proximal end portion of the
leftmost one 23hal of the four arms 23ha of the hanger
23h that extends obliquely rearward and upward from
the upper wall 23Ua. The proximal end portion of the arm
23hal has a recess 23D defined therein that is concave
downward and inward from above and a drum sensor
mount seat 23A on the bottom wall of the recess 23D.
The drum sensor mount seat 23A has a through drum

sensor mount hole 23Ah defined therein that extends
substantially vertically therethrough.
[0084] The through drum sensor mount hole 23Ah has
an internally threaded inner circumferential surface.
[0085] The through drum sensor mount hole 23Ah that
extends substantially vertically through the drum sensor
mount seat 23A has an upper opening surrounded by a
substantially horizontal upper end face that serves as a
drum sensor mount seat face 23Af of the drum sensor
mount seat 23A.
[0086] As illustrated in FIGS. 5 and 7, the shift drum
sensor 48 is mounted on the drum sensor mount seat
23A at the bottom wall of the recess 23D defined in the
proximal end portion of the leftmost arm 23hal of the
hanger 23h that extends from the upper wall 23Ua of the
upper crankcase member 23U.
[0087] The shift drum sensor 48 is a limit switch having
a drum sensor actuator 48b that is normally biased by a
spring to project downward from the distal end of a hollow
cylindrical drum sensor body 48a. The shift drum sensor
48 is selectively turned on and off in response to ad-
vanced and retracted movement of the drum sensor ac-
tuator 48b.
[0088] As illustrated in FIG. 7, the shift drum sensor 48
includes an enlarged-diameter flange 48f on the drum
sensor body 48a. A portion of the drum sensor body 48a
which is closer to the proximal end, i.e., the upper end,
of the shift drum sensor 48 than the enlarged-diameter
flange 48f is connected to a harness, whereas a portion
of the drum sensor body 48a which is closer to the distal
end, i.e., the lower end, of the shift drum sensor 48 than
the enlarged-diameter flange 48f has an externally
threaded outer circumferential surface.
[0089] The shift drum sensor 48 is mounted in place
on the drum sensor mount seat 23A when the externally
threaded outer circumferential surface of the portion of
the drum sensor body 48a which is closer to the distal
end of the shift drum sensor 48 than the enlarged-diam-
eter flange 48f is threaded downward into the internally
threaded inner circumferential surface of the through
drum sensor mount hole 23Ah defined in the drum sensor
mount seat 23A, and the enlarged-diameter flange 48f
is held against the substantially horizontal drum sensor
mount seat face 23Af of the drum sensor mount seat 23A.
[0090] With the shift drum sensor 48 mounted on the
drum sensor mount seat 23A, the portion of the drum
sensor body 48a which is closer to the proximal end of
the shift drum sensor 48 than the enlarged-diameter
flange 48f is disposed outside of the through drum sensor
mount hole 23Ah and is almost entirety housed in the
recess 23D, whereas the portion of the drum sensor body
48a which is closer to the distal end of the shift drum
sensor 48 than the enlarged-diameter flange 48f is
mounted in and extends through the through drum sensor
mount hole 23Ah. The drum sensor actuator 48b normal-
ly biased to project downward from the drum sensor body
48a is held in contact with the detectable surface 41f on
the left end of the shift drum 41 (see FIG. 8).
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[0091] FIG. 8 depicts the positions of the parts when
the transmission apparatus 30 is in the neutral position.
At this time, the projection tip 41fp of the detectable sur-
face 41f of the shift drum 41 is in an upper position, to
thereby upwardly retract the drum sensor actuator 48b
of the shift drum sensor 48 that is held against the pro-
jection tip 41fp to turn on the shift drum sensor 48.
[0092] As the shift drum 41 is turned to bring the trans-
mission apparatus 30 out of the neutral position, the pro-
jection tip 41fp of the detectable surface 41f is angularly
moved out of engagement with the drum sensor actuator
48b of the shift drum sensor 48, which moves downward
to turn off the shift drum sensor 48.
[0093] In this manner, the shift drum sensor 48 can
detect the neutral position when the shift drum 41 and
hence the transmission apparatus 30 are in the neutral
position, to distinguish from the non-neutral position.
[0094] As shown in FIG.8, shift spindle 51 that is ori-
ented transversely across the motorcycle 1, i.e., in left-
ward and rightward directions, is rotatably supported in
the crankcase 23 obliquely forward and upward of the
shift drum 41.
[0095] The shift spindle 51 and the shift drum 41 have
respective rotational central axes extending parallel to
each other and are staggered horizontally with respect
to each other such that they are kept out of vertical align-
ment with each other.
[0096] The shift spindle 51 has an upper portion cov-
ered with the upper wall 23Ua of the upper crankcase
member 23U.
[0097] As illustrated in FIG. 6, a ratchet arm 53 is fitted
over the right end of the shift spindle 51. A shift drum
actuating mechanism 52 for transmitting power to inter-
mittently turn the shift drum 41 is provided between the
ratchet arm 53 and the right end of the shift drum 41.
[0098] The shift spindle 51 has a flat detectable surface
51f formed as a recess in an arcuate surface that is part
of a circular outer circumferential surface of the shift spin-
dle 51 and lying parallel to a plane including the central
axis of the shift spindle 51. The flat detectable surface
51f is at a position near the right end of the shift spindle
51 over which the ratchet arm 53 of the shift drum actu-
ating mechanism 52 is fitted on the output side, i.e., the
right side, of the shift spindle 51.
[0099] As illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 5, a shift spindle
sensor 55 is mounted on and extends downward through
the upper wall 23Ua of the upper crankcase member 23U
that overlies the shift spindle 51 at a position on the left
side of and along the clutch housing 23Ub that protrudes
upward beyond the upper wall 23Ua. As illustrated in
FIGS. 6 and 9, the detectable surface 51f of the shift
spindle 51 is positioned directly below the shift spindle
sensor 55.
[0100] As illustrated in FIGS. 7 and 9, the upper wall
23Ua of the upper crankcase member 23U has a spindle
sensor mount seat 23B above the detectable surface 51f
in the vicinity of the right end of the shift spindle 51. The
spindle sensor mount seat 23B has a through spindle

sensor mount hole 23Bh defined therein that extends
substantially vertically therethrough.
[0101] The through spindle sensor mount hole 23Bh
has an internally threaded inner circumferential surface.
[0102] The through spindle sensor mount hole 23Bh
that extends substantially vertically through the spindle
sensor mount seat 23B has an upper opening surround-
ed by a substantially horizontal upper end face that
serves as a spindle sensor mount seat face 23Bf of the
spindle sensor mount seat 23B.
[0103] As the shift drum sensor 48, the shift spindle
sensor 55 is a limit switch having a spindle sensor actu-
ator 55b that is normally biased by a spring to project
downward from the distal end of a hollow cylindrical spin-
dle sensor body 55a. The shift spindle sensor 55 is se-
lectively turned on and off in response to advancing and
retracting movement of the spindle sensor actuator 55b.
[0104] As FIG. 7 shows, the shift spindle sensor 55
includes an enlarged-diameter flange 55f on the spindle
sensor body 55a. A portion of the spindle sensor body
55a which is closer to the proximal end, i.e., the upper
end, of the shift spindle sensor 55 than the enlarged-
diameter flange 55f is connected to a harness, whereas
a portion of the spindle sensor body 55a which is closer
to the distal end, i.e., the lower end, of the shift spindle
sensor 55 than the enlarged-diameter flange 55f has an
externally threaded outer circumferential surface.
[0105] The shift spindle sensor 55 is mounted in place
on the spindle sensor mount seat 23B when the externally
threaded outer circumferential surface of the portion of
the spindle sensor body 55a which is closer to the distal
end of the shift spindle sensor 55 than the enlarged-di-
ameter flange 55f is threaded downward into the inter-
nally threaded inner circumferential surface of the
through spindle sensor mount hole 23Bh defined in the
spindle sensor mount seat 23B, and the enlarged-diam-
eter flange 55f is held against the substantially horizontal
spindle sensor mount seat face 23Bf of the spindle sensor
mount seat 23B.
[0106] As illustrated in FIG. 9, with the shift spindle
sensor 55 mounted on the spindle sensor mount seat
23B, the portion of the spindle sensor body 55a, which
is closer to the proximal end of the shift spindle sensor
55 than the enlarged-diameter flange 55f, is exposed out-
wardly, while the portion of the spindle sensor body 55a,
which is closer to the distal end of the shift spindle sensor
55 than the enlarged-diameter flange 55f, is mounted in
and extends through the through spindle sensor mount
hole 23Bh of the spindle sensor mount seat 23B. The
spindle sensor actuator 55b normally biased to project
downward from the spindle sensor body 55a is held in
contact with the detectable surface 51f near the left end
of the shift spindle 51.
[0107] The spindle sensor actuator 55b that can be
vertically advanced and retracted in the shift spindle sen-
sor 55 is slightly displaced forward from the rotational
central axis of the shift spindle 51 that is oriented hori-
zontally in the leftward and rightward directions.
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[0108] FIG. 9 illustrates the positions of the parts when
the shift spindle 51 is not turned, i.e., is in its normal
position. At this time, the spindle sensor actuator 55b of
the shift spindle sensor 55 projects in contact with a cen-
tral area of the flat detectable surface 51f that is inclined,
and is advanced to turn on the shift spindle sensor 55.
[0109] When the shift spindle 51 is turned about its
own axis counterclockwise as viewed in FIG.9, the spin-
dle sensor actuator 55b slides against the turning detect-
able surface 51f and is pushed back or retracted by the
turning detectable surface 51f, turning off the shift spindle
sensor 55. The shift spindle sensor 55 can thus detect
turning movement of the shift spindle 51 when the shift
spindle 51 is turned.
[0110] The shift spindle 51 is turned about its own axis
through a small angular range. As the vertically movable
spindle sensor actuator 55b of the shift spindle sensor
55 is slightly displaced forward from the rotational central
axis of the shift spindle 51, the distance by which the
spindle sensor actuator 55b is vertically movable is max-
imized to increase the accuracy with which the shift spin-
dle sensor 55 detects turning movement of the shift spin-
dle 51.
[0111] The shift spindle 51 extends leftward through
the crankcase 23 and has a left end portion projecting
out of the crankcase 23.
[0112] As illustrated in FIG. 2, a support bracket 60 is
fixed to the lower end of the left central frame 4 below
the projecting left end portion of the shift spindle 51. A
shift lever 62 has its front end pivotally supported on a
shift support shaft 61 projecting from the support bracket
60 and extends rearward from the shift support shaft 61.
[0113] A shift pedal 63 projects leftward from the rear
end of the shift lever 62. The shift pedal 63 on the shift
lever 62 is thus swingable about the shift support shaft 61.
[0114] The shift lever 62 is positioned below the left
end of the shift spindle 51 and is operatively coupled to
the shift spindle 51 by a link mechanism 70.
[0115] Specifically, as illustrated in FIG. 2, the link
mechanism 70 includes a substantially vertical shift rod
72 that interconnects the shift lever 62 and a shift arm
71 fitted over the left end portion of the shift spindle 51
that projects leftward out of the crankcase 23.
[0116] As illustrated in FIG. 2, the shift rod 72 has a
lower end pivotally connected by a joint pin 62p to a sup-
port web 62a projecting downward from the shift lever 62
at a position displaced toward the shift support shaft 61
from the center of the shift lever 62. The shift rod 72 has
its upper end pivotally connected by a joint pin 71p to the
rear end of the shift arm 71 whose front end is fitted over
the left end portion of the shift spindle 51.
[0117] The shift rod 72 includes a lost-motion mecha-
nism 73 for transmitting shifting forces from the shift lever
62 through a resilient member incorporated therein.
[0118] The lost-motion mechanism 73 serves to ab-
sorb impacts due to engagement of the dogs of the dog
clutches of the transmission 31, thereby giving the rider
on the motorcycle 1 a smooth gear shift feeling.

[0119] As illustrated in FIG. 2, a back step 17 projects
from the support bracket 16 on the left central frame 4
behind the shift pedal 63 on the rear end of the shift lever
62 at a position slightly higher than the shift pedal 63.
When the rider who is seated on the seat 14 places its
left foot on the back step 17 and raises the shift pedal 63
with the big toe placed therebeneath, the shift lever 62
swings upward about the shift support shaft 61, shifting
up the transmission 31. When the rider lowers the shift
pedal 63 with the big toe placed thereon, the shift lever
62 swings downward about the shift support shaft 61,
shifting down the transmission 31.
[0120] Specifically, during the shifting up of the trans-
mission 31, the shift lever 62 is swung upward, pushing
up the shift rod 72 pivotally coupled to the shift lever 62
by the joint pin 62p. The shift arm 71 is now swung upward
by the joint pin 71p, turning the shift spindle 51 counter-
clockwise as viewed in left side elevation as illustrated
in FIG. 2.
[0121] During the shifting down of the transmission 31,
the shift lever 62 is swung downward, pulling down the
shift rod 72 pivotally coupled to the shift lever 62 by the
joint pin 62p. The shift arm 71 is now swung downward
by the joint pin 71p, turning the shift spindle 51 clockwise
as viewed in left side elevation as illustrated in FIG. 2.
[0122] As described above, the shift drum actuating
mechanism 52 angularly moves the shift spindle 51 to
change between transmission gear positions of the trans-
mission 51.
[0123] As illustrated in FIG. 6, the detectable surface
51f is positioned closely to the ratchet arm 53 on the
output side, i.e., the right side, of the shift spindle 51 in
view of torsions of the shift spindle 51, whereby the shift
spindle sensor 55 can accurately detect angular move-
ment of the shift spindle 51 on the side of the shift drum
actuating mechanism 52, i.e., the establishment of a
transmission gear position.
[0124] When the shift drum sensor 48 detects that the
shift drum 41 is in the neutral position and the shift spindle
sensor 55 detects that the shift spindle 51 is in the neutral
position, the transmission 31 is reliably detected as being
in the neutral position.
[0125] The rotational speed sensor 80 that is disposed
in the vicinity of the rightmost one of the transmission
drive gears 32g that rotate in unison with the main shaft
32 is located close to the shift spindle sensor 55 disposed
above the detectable surface 51f positioned near the right
end of the shift spindle 51.
[0126] As shown in FIG.7, the upper wall 23Ua of the
upper crankcase member 23U that covers the shift drum
41 and the shift spindle 51 from above has the drum
sensor mount seat 23A on which the shift drum sensor
48 is mounted and the spindle sensor mount seat 23B
on which the shift spindle sensor 55 is mounted. As illus-
trated, the direction in which the shift drum sensor 48 is
threaded and mounted in and extends through the
through drum sensor mount hole 23Ah defined substan-
tially vertically in the drum sensor mount seat 23A, i.e.,
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a central axis direction of the through drum sensor mount
hole 23Ah, is the same as the direction in which the shift
spindle sensor 55 is threaded and mounted in and ex-
tends through the through spindle sensor mount hole
23Bh defined substantially vertically in the spindle sensor
mount seat 23B, i.e., a central axis direction of the
through spindle sensor mount hole 23Bh.
[0127] As illustrated in FIGS. 7 and 8, the directions in
which the drum sensor actuator 48B of the shift drum
sensor 48 mounted on the drum sensor mount seat 23A
are advanced and retracted, and the directions in which
the spindle sensor actuator 55b of the shift spindle sensor
55 mounted on the spindle sensor mount seat 23B are
advanced and retracted are substantially vertical direc-
tions and parallel to each other.
[0128] As illustrated in FIGS. 3 through 5, a starter mo-
tor 90 is disposed on a left portion of the upper crankcase
member 23U obliquely rearward and upward of the
crankshaft 22. As illustrated in FIG. 6, the starter motor
90 has its drive shaft 91 projecting rightward and inserted
in the crankcase 23. The drive shaft 91 has a pinion held
in mesh with an enlarged-diameter gear 92g that is inte-
grally coaxial with a small-diameter gear 93 held in mesh
with a starter driven gear 94 that is rotatably supported
on the main shaft 32 through a one-way clutch, whereby
a starter mechanism is made up.
[0129] The transmission apparatus 30 described in de-
tail above according to the first embodiment of the
present invention offers the following advantages:
As illustrated in FIG. 7, the direction in which the shift
spindle sensor 55 is mounted in and extends through the
through spindle sensor mount hole 23Bh in the spindle
sensor mount seat 23B is the same as the direction in
which the shift drum sensor 48 is mounted in and extends
through the through drum sensor mount hole 23Ah in the
drum sensor mount seat 23A, so that the shift spindle
sensor 55 and the shift drum sensor 48 can be installed
on and removed from the upper crankcase member 23U
on one external side or the same external side thereof.
Therefore, the shift spindle sensor 55 and the shift drum
sensor 48 can be installed and removed with ease and
can be serviced for excellent maintainability.
[0130] Furthermore, as the through spindle sensor
mount hole 23Bh and the through drum sensor mount
hole 23Ah are oriented in the same directions, the spindle
sensor mount seat 23B and the drum sensor mount seat
23A can be machined in the same direction with ease
and hence have excellent machinability.
[0131] Specifically, the internally threaded inner cir-
cumferential surface of the through spindle sensor mount
hole 23Bh in the spindle sensor mount seat 23B and the
spindle sensor mount seat face 23Bf thereof, and the
internally threaded inner circumferential surface of the
through drum sensor mount hole 23Ah in the drum sensor
mount seat 23A and the drum sensor mount seat face
23Af thereof can easily be machined.
[0132] As illustrated in FIGS. 7 through 9, inasmuch
as the directions in which the spindle sensor actuator 55b

of the shift spindle sensor 55 is advanced and retracted,
and the directions in which the drum sensor actuator 48b
of the shift drum sensor 48 is advanced and retracted
are the same as each other, accelerations due to the
vibrations of the power unit 20 act equally on the spindle
sensor actuator 55b and the drum sensor actuator 48b,
and any differences due to disturbances between timings
at which the shift spindle sensor 55 and the shift drum
sensor 48 detect operating states, particularly the neutral
position, of the transmission apparatus 30 are minimized.
[0133] As illustrated in FIGS. 3 through 5, since the
spindle sensor mount seat 23B and the drum sensor
mount seat 23A are formed in the upper wall 23Ua of the
crankcase 23 that covers the shift spindle 51 and the shift
drum 41 from above, the shift spindle sensor 55 mounted
on and extending through the spindle sensor mount seat
23B and the shift drum sensor 48 mounted on and ex-
tending through the drum sensor mount seat 23A are
protected by the crankcase 23 from pebbles or the like
flipped up from the ground.
[0134] As illustrated in FIGS. 5 and 8, because the
drum sensor mount seat 23A is disposed on the bottom
wall of the recess 23D defined in the upper wall 23Ua of
the upper crankcase member 23U and extending inward
from an outer surface of the upper wall 23Ua, the shift
drum sensor 48 mounted on the drum sensor mount seat
23A on the bottom wall of the recess 23D has its portion
extending from the flange 48f, disposed inward of the
upper wall 23Ua, and its portion including the flange 48f,
housed in the recess 23D, so that the shift drum sensor
48 is protected from pebbles or the like flipped up from
the ground.
[0135] As illustrated in FIGS. 5 and 7, because the shift
drum sensor 48 is mounted on the drum sensor mount
seat 23A on the bottom wall of the recess 23D defined
in the projecting hanger 23h of the upper crankcase mem-
ber 23U, most of the proximal end portion of the drum
sensor body 48a that is exposed outward is housed in
the recess 23D in the hanger 23h, and is reliably protect-
ed by the hanger 23h from pebbles or the like flipped up
from the ground and easily kept out of interference with
other devices.
[0136] As illustrated in FIG. 5, inasmuch as the rota-
tional speed sensor 80 is mounted on the upper crank-
case member 23U at a position closer to the shift spindle
sensor 55 than to the shift drum sensor 48, the rotational
speed sensor 80 and the shift spindle sensor 55 are put
closely together, creating a space on the upper crank-
case member 23U that can effectively be used to place
other devices therein.
[0137] As illustrated in FIGS. 5 and 6, since the shift
drum sensor 48 is mounted on a portion of the upper
crankcase member 23U near the left end of the shift drum
41 along the rotational axis directions thereof, and the
rotational speed sensor 80 is mounted on a portion of
the upper crankcase member 23U near the right end of
the shift drum 41 along the rotational axis directions
thereof, the shift drum sensor 48 and the rotational speed
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sensor 80 are spaced from each other in the leftward and
rightward directions on the respective portions of the up-
per crankcase member 23U on both ends of the shift
drum 41 along the rotational axis directions thereof.
Therefore, there is a large space available on the upper
crankcase member 23U between the shift drum sensor
48 and the rotational speed sensor 80 for effective use
as a space to place other devices therein.
[0138] A transmission apparatus according to a sec-
ond embodiment of the present invention will be de-
scribed with reference to FIGS. 10 to 21. The power unit
including the transmission apparatus according to a sec-
ond embodiment and the motorcycle with the power unit
mounted thereon are substantially the same as the power
unit 20 and the motorcycle 1 in the first embodiment.
Therefore, the same reference signs as in the first em-
bodiment will be used in the description of the second
embodiment.
[0139] As shown in FIG. 10, the power unit 20 includes
an internal combustion engine 21 and the transmission
apparatus 30 at the front and rear, and a fuel tank 13 is
mounted on the transmission apparatus 30 at the rear of
the power unit 20.
[0140] With reference to FIGS. 10 and 11, the fuel tank
13 is supported with its lower portion located between
left and right center frames 4. Between the fuel tank 13
and a cylinder head 25 (and a cylinder head cover 26) in
front of the fuel tank 13 are disposed a suction pipe 27
and an air cleaner 27A.
[0141] An upper crankcase member 23U of a crank-
case 23 has its upper wall portion 23Ua (see FIG.12)
covering a group of transmission drive gears 32g and a
group of transmission driven gears 33g of the transmis-
sion 31. As shown in FIG.11, a bottom plate 13b of the
fuel tank 13 covers the upper wall portion 23Ua from
above.
[0142] As FIG. 11 shows, the bottom plate 13b of the
fuel tank 13 is at a height level at which the left and right
center frames 4 extend.
[0143] On the bottom plate 13b is fixedly supported a
fuel pump unit 110 at an intermediate position of the
crankcase 23 in the vehicle width direction (approximate-
ly a central position with respect to the vehicle width)
[0144] The fuel pump unit 110 has a fuel pump 111
and a cylindrical unit main body 110H provided therein
with a fuel passage (not shown) with a fuel pressure ad-
justing device. The fuel pump 111 and the cylindrical unit
main body 110H are disposed above the bottom plate
13b and within the fuel tank 13. The fuel pump unit 110
has a fuel delivery portion 110t projecting downward from
the unit main body 110H out of the fuel tank 13 and below
the bottom plate 13b.
[0145] A space defined between the upper wall portion
23Ua of the upper crankcase member 23U and the bot-
tom plate 23b of the fuel tank 13 is narrow. Therefore,
the fuel delivery portion 110t of the fuel pump unit 110
projecting downward from the bottom plate 13b, and a
fuel supply hose 112 (see FIG. 10) are located close to

the upper wall portion 23Ua of the upper crankcase mem-
ber 23U.
[0146] The fuel pump 111 of the fuel pump unit 110
operates to suck fuel in the fuel tank 13 by way of an area
on the bottom plate 23b, and fuel supplied from the fuel
pump 111 is sent by way of a fuel supply passage into
the fuel delivery portion 110t. The fuel is then caused to
flow through the fuel supply hose 112 to a fuel injection
valve 113 (see FIG.10) provided in the intake system of
the engine 21.
[0147] In the transmission apparatus according to the
present embodiment operates as follows. By operating
a shift lever 62, a shift spindle 51 is subjected to rotary
displacement by way of a link mechanism 70. Then, the
rotary displacement of the shift spindle 51 causes a shift
drum 41 to make rotary movement by way of a shift drum
actuating mechanism 52. The rotary movement of the
shift drum 41 is transmitted to a shifter gear of a trans-
mission 31 through a shift fork 43 to select an effectively
working transmission gear pair out of a plurality of in-
termeshing transmission gear pairs.
[0148] Referring to FIG. 10 (also FIG. 2), a link mech-
anism 70 is constituted by connecting a shift lever 62 at
a lower level to a shift arm 71 projecting from the left end
of a shift spindle 51 beyond the crankcase 23, by way of
a shift rod 72 directed substantially vertically.
[0149] The shift rod 72 includes a lost motion mecha-
nism 73 for transmitting operating forces by way of an
elastic member.
[0150] The lost motion mechanism 73 operates to ab-
sorb impacts due to engagement of the dogs of the dog
clutches of the transmission 31, thereby giving the rider
on the motorcycle 1 a smooth gear shift feeling. The lost
motion mechanism 73 has a shift stroke sensor 75 for
detecting expansion and contraction of the shift rod 72
as a result of operation of the lost motion mechanism 73.
[0151] The lost motion mechanism 73 includes a coil
spring interposed between one longitudinal end of the
mechanism and the other longitudinal end, so as to be
able to expand and contract. Thus, the shift stroke sensor
75 is a linear stroke sensor capable of detecting relative
displacement of the one and the other longitudinal ends
of the lost motion mechanism 73.
[0152] When speed change action is made on the shift
lever 62 and the shift lever 62 is swung to upward or
downward, the coil spring of the lost motion mechanism
73 is compressed or expanded, so that the shift stroke
sensor 75 can detect the amount of compression or ex-
pansion.
[0153] The shift stroke sensor 75 is means for detect-
ing an initial change in length of the shift rod 72 of the
link mechanism 70, by means of the lost motion mecha-
nism 73, prior to rotary movement of the shift spindle 51
by the shifting action, and the shift stroke sensor 75 can
thus detect the shifting action to distinguish whether the
shifting action is an upshifting action or a downshifting
action.
[0154] In the transmission apparatus according to this
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embodiment, as illustrated in FIG. 11, a first shift spindle
sensor 55 and a second shift spindle sensor 155 are
mounted on an upper wall 23Ua of the upper crankcase
member 23U covering the shift spindle from above. The
first and second shift spindle sensors 55 and 155 operate
to detect rotational motion of the shift spindle 51. The
first and second shift spindle sensors 55 and 155 are
positioned to be spaced apart in the direction along the
longitudinal axis of the shift spindle 51. The first and sec-
ond shift spindle sensors 55 and 155 may be identical
members in construction to save cost.
[0155] As shown in FIG. 14, the upper wall 23Ua of the
upper crankcase member 23U has a transmission clutch
accommodating part 23Ub, which is located adjacent to
the right end of the shift spindle 51. As illustrated in FIG.
15, a spindle sensor mount seat 23B is provided on the
upper wall 23Ua at a position adjacent to the transmission
clutch accommodating part 23Ub. The spindle sensor
mount seat 23B is formed therein with a spindle sensor
mount through hole 23Bh in which the first shift spindle
sensor 55 is vertically inserted and screw-engaged there-
in.
[0156] On the other hand, a spindle sensor mount seat
123B is provided on the upper wall 23Ua at a location
spaced apart leftward from the spindle sensor mount seat
23B. The spindle sensor mount seat 123B is formed
therein with a spindle sensor mount through hole 123Bh
in which the second shift spindle sensor 155 is vertically
inserted and screw-engaged therein.
[0157] As illustrated in FIG. 12, a shift drum sensor 48
is provided to detect rotary movement of the shift drum
41, as in the first embodiment of the invention. The shift
drum sensor 48 is inserted and screw-engaged in a
through drum sensor mount hole 23Ah (see FIG. 7) ex-
tending at right angles to a drum sensor mount seat on
the upper wall portion 23Ua (see FIG. 12). The direction
in which the shift drum sensor 48 extends in the through
drum sensor mount hole 23Ah is a direction parallel to
the directions in which the first and second shift spindle
sensors 55 and 155 extend in the respective first and
second spindle sensor mount through holes 23Bh and
123Bh.
[0158] Consequently, the first and second shift spindle
sensors 55 and 155, together with the shift drum sensor
48 can be mounted on and dismounted from the outer
surface of the upper crankcase member 23U, in the same
directions, whereby the mounting and dismounting op-
erations of the first and second shift spindle sensors 55
and 155 and the shift drum sensor 48 can be made easy
with improved maintainability.
[0159] Furthermore, since the spindle sensor mount
through holes 23Bh and 123Bh are directed in the same
direction as the through drum sensor mount hole 23Ah,
the machining operations on the spindle sensor mount
seats 23B and 123B and on the drum sensor mount seat
23A can be made on the same side, which makes it easy
to perform the machining operations with resultant ex-
cellent machinability.

[0160] This means that the above arrangement makes
easy the machining operations on the female screws of
the spindle sensor mount holes 23Bh and 123Bh in the
spindle sensor mount seats 23B and 123B, as well as on
the spindle sensor mount seat faces 23Bf and 123Bf.
The above arrangement also makes easy the machining
operations on the female screw of the drum sensor mount
hole 23Ah in the drum sensor mount seat 23A, as well
as on the drum sensor mount seat face 23Af.
[0161] The first and second shift spindle sensors 55
and 155 are limit switches having spindle sensor bodies
55a and 155a from which spindle sensor actuators 55b
and 155b are urged to project under spring forces, re-
spectively. The first and second shift spindle sensors 55
and 155 are made on and off by retracting and advancing
movements of the spindle sensor actuators 55b and
155b.
[0162] As shown in FIGS. 15 to 17, when the first shift
spindle sensor 55 is mounted on the spindle sensor
mount seat 23B, the projecting spindle sensor actuator
55b is positioned directly above a flat detectable surface
51f formed near the right end of the shift spindle 51.
[0163] Similarly, when the second shift spindle sensor
155 is mounted on the spindle sensor mount seat 123B,
the projecting spindle sensor actuator 155b is positioned
directly above a flat detectable surface 51g formed near
the left end of the shift spindle 51.
[0164] The spindle sensor actuator 55b capable of ad-
vancing and retracting movement along the length of the
first shift spindle sensor 55 is offset somewhat rearward
relative to the rotational center axis of the shift spindle
51 oriented horizontally.
[0165] Further, the spindle sensor actuator 155b ca-
pable of advancing and retracting movement along the
length of the second shift spindle sensor 155 is offset
somewhat forward relative to the rotational center axis
of the shift spindle 51 oriented horizontally.
[0166] The rearward and forward offset amounts of the
spindle sensor actuators 55b and 155b, relative to the
rotational center axis of the shift spindle 51, are approx-
imately equal.
[0167] FIG. 15 shows a section of the upper crankcase
member 23U covering the shift drum 41 and the shift
spindle 51 from above, the section being taken at the
location of the second shift spindle sensor 155 and being
viewed from the left side.
[0168] FIG. 17 shows a perspective view of the shift
spindle 51 and the first and second shift spindle sensors
55 and 155, illustrating positional relation of the first and
second shift spindle sensors 55 and 155 relative to the
shift spindle 51.
[0169] FIG. 18 shows a section of the shift spindle 51,
taken at the position of the second shift spindle sensors
155. The section is viewed from the left side of the shift
spindle 51, while the shift spindle 51 and the first and
second shift spindle sensors 55 and 155 are in the relative
positions shown in FIG. 17.
[0170] FIGS. 15 to 18 show a normal state in which
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shifting action is not made and the shift spindle 51 is not
rotated
[0171] In the state shown in FIGS. 15 to 18, the flat
detectable surface 51f on the right side of the shift spindle
51, to which surface 51f the downwardly protruding spin-
dle sensor actuator 55b of the first shift spindle sensors
55 is directed, is not parallel to, and makes an angle
relative to the flat detectable surface 51g on the left side
of the shift spindle 51, to which surface 51g the down-
wardly protruding spindle sensor actuator 155b of the
second shift spindle sensors 155 is directed.
[0172] As shown in FIG. 18, in the normal state where
the shift spindle 51 has not yet been rotated, the flat de-
tectable surface 51f on the upper surface of the right side
of the horizontally directed shift spindle 51, faces the
downwardly protruding and rearwardly offset spindle
sensor actuator 55b of the first shift spindle sensors 55
and is downwardly inclined to the rear at an angle of 16° ,
for example. On the other hand, in the normal state where
the shift spindle 51 has not yet been rotated, the flat de-
tectable surface 51g on the upper surface of the left side
of the horizontally directed shift spindle 51, faces the
downwardly protruding and forwardly offset spindle sen-
sor actuator 155b of the second shift spindle sensors 155
and is downwardly inclined to the front at an angle of 16°,
for example.
[0173] In the normal state where the shift spindle 51
has not yet been rotated, as shown in FIG. 18, the spindle
sensor actuator 55b of the first shift spindle sensors 55
is located adjacent to the flat detectable surface 51f but
not in contact with the detectable surface 51f, so that the
spindle sensor actuator 55b is in the OFF state. Likewise,
the spindle sensor actuator 155b of the second shift spin-
dle sensors 155 is located adjacent to the flat detectable
surface 51g but not in contact with the detectable surface
51g, so that the spindle sensor actuator 155b is in the
OFF state.
[0174] It is to be noted that, contrary to the case of the
first embodiment, the first and second shift spindle sensor
actuators 55b and 155b of the first and second shift spin-
dle sensors 55 and 155 are in the OFF state when these
actuators 55b and 155b are in the advanced state.
[0175] When the shift lever 62 is operated to be swung
upward for upshifting operation, the shift rod 72 is moved
upward, so that the shift spindle 51 is rotated in the coun-
terclockwise direction as viewed in FIG. 18.
[0176] When the counterclockwise rotation of the shift
spindle 51 is finished, that is, at the time the upshifting
is established, the detectable surface 51f, downwardly
inclining to the rear, takes a horizontal attitude as a result
of the counterclockwise rotation, as shown in FIG. 19.
Consequently, a rear end 51fr of the detectable surface
51f is brought into contact with the shift spindle sensor
actuators 55b of the first shift spindle sensor 55, to there-
by press or push up the shift spindle sensor actuators
55b. This brings the first shift spindle sensor 55 in the
ON state.
[0177] On the other hand, the detectable surface 51g,

which has faced obliquely forward in the state of FIG. 18,
is caused to have an increased inclination toward the
front as the shift spindle 51 rotates counterclockwise.
However, the detectable surface 51g does not reach the
shift spindle sensor actuators 155b of the second shift
spindle sensor 55, so that the second shift spindle sensor
55 remains in the OFF state.
[0178] It will be noted that at the time of completion of
the counterclockwise rotation of the shift spindle 51, that
is, at the time of establishment of the upshifting operation,
the first spindle sensor 55 is brought in the ON state, thus
ensuring detection of the completion of the upshifting op-
eration.
[0179] When the shift lever 62 is operated to be swung
downward for downshifting operation, the shift rod 72 is
moved downward, so that the shift spindle 51 is rotated
in the clockwise direction as viewed in FIG. 18.
[0180] When the clockwise rotation of the shift spindle
51 is finished, that is, at the time the downshifting is es-
tablished, the detectable surface 51g, downwardly inclin-
ing to the front, takes a horizontal attitude as a result of
the clockwise rotation, as shown in FIG. 20. Consequent-
ly, a rear end 51gr of the detectable surface 51g is brought
into contact with the shift spindle sensor actuators 155b
of the second shift spindle sensor 155, to thereby press
or push up the shift spindle sensor actuators 155b. This
brings the second shift spindle sensor 155 in the ON
state.
[0181] On the other hand, the detectable surface 51f,
downwardly inclining to the rear, is caused to have an
increased inclination as the shift spindle 51 rotate clock-
wise. However, the detectable surface 51f does not reach
the shift spindle sensor actuator 55b of the first shift spin-
dle sensor 55, so that the first shift spindle sensor 55 is
maintained in the OFF state.
[0182] It will be noted that at the time of completion of
the clockwise rotation of the shift spindle 51, that is, at
the time of establishment of the downshifting operation,
the second spindle sensor 55 is brought in the ON state,
thus ensuring detection of the completion of the down-
shifting operation.
[0183] The motorcycle 1 is installed with a quick-shift-
ing mechanism Q for enabling a speed change operation
without the clutching action, by lowering the output of the
internal combustion engine 21.
[0184] The quick-shifting mechanism Q includes an
ECU (electronic control unit) 200 shown in FIG. 21. The
ECU 200 operates to control a fuel injection valve 113
and ignition device 201 to lower the output of the internal
combustion engine 21.
[0185] As illustrated in FIG. 21, detection signals are
input to the ECU 200 from the shift stroke sensor 75, the
first shift spindle sensor 55 and the second shift spindle
sensor 155. The ECU 200 sends control signals to the
fuel injection valve 113 and the ignition device 201, to
control the motorcycle, based on the detection signals
input from the shift stroke sensor 75, the first shift spindle
sensor 55 and the second shift spindle sensor 155.
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[0186] To the ECU 200 is input a signal from a throttle
sensor 160 provided in the throttle body 27t to detect the
degree of opening of the throttle valve.
[0187] In the transmission apparatus 30, the ECU 200
operates, in particular, when the shift stroke sensor 75
detects initial movement of the link mechanism 70 as a
result of an upshifting operation, to lower the output of
the internal combustion engine 21 by controlling the fuel
injection valve 113 to stop fuel supply and by controlling
the ignition device 201 to delay the ignition timing.
[0188] Lowering the output of the engine 21 enables
smooth disconnection of the dog clutch of the transmis-
sion by reducing the torque transmitted through the trans-
mission without the operation of the transmission clutch
45, whereby speed change operation can be performed
smoothly and quickly.
[0189] When the shift spindle 51 is rotated by means
of the link mechanism 70 for upshifting operation and the
upshifting is established with the rotary movement of the
shift spindle 51 finished, the first shift spindle sensor 55
is put in the ON state. When the first shift spindle sensor
55 is put in the ON state, the ECU 200 operates to stop
the operation of lowering the output of the engine 21 to
recover the engine output quickly.
[0190] In a case of acceleration of the motorcycle such
as a kick-down, the action of the kick-down is judged by
the ECU 200 based on the signal from the shift stroke
sensor 75 and the signal from the throttle sensor 160,
and the ECU 200 controls the fuel injection valve 113 to
stop fuel supply and the ignition device 201 to delay the
ignition timing, to thereby lower the output of the engine
21. Thus, a smooth and quick speed change operation
can be performed without operating the transmission
clutch. The lowering of the output of the engine 21 is
released to recover the engine output, when the second
shift spindle sensor 155 is brought in the ON state as a
result of completion of the rotary movement of the shift
spindle 51, which means establishment of the state of
downshift.
[0191] The transmission apparatus according to the
second embodiment of the invention as described above
provides the advantageous effects as follows.
[0192] As illustrated in FIG. 17, the rotary movement
of the shift spindle 51 is detected not only by the first shift
spindle sensor 55 but also by the second shift spindle
sensor 155. Therefore, the rotary movement of the shift
spindle 51 can be detected precisely because of the use
of the two shift spindle sensors 55 and 155.
[0193] As shown in FIGS 11 and 17, the first shift spin-
dle sensor 55 operates to detect rotary movement of the
shift spindle 51 in the case of upshift, and the second
shift spindle sensor 155 operates to detect rotary move-
ment of the shift spindle 51 in the case of downshift.
[0194] In the motorcycle 1 with the transmission appa-
ratus mounted thereon, when the rider kicks up the shift
pedal 63 from below with the big toe, the shift lever 62 is
swung up and the shift spindle 51 is rotated counterclock-
wise as viewed in FIG.10, to enable upshifting operation.

When the rider presses down the shift pedal 63 from
above with the big toe on the shift pedal 63, the shift lever
62 is swung down and the shift spindle 51 is rotated clock-
wise, to enable downshifting operation. The upshifting
action is detected by the first shift spindle sensor 55, while
the downshifting action is detected by the second shift
spindle sensor 155.
[0195] In small-size vehicles provided with a shift op-
erating mechanism in which upshifting is made by press-
ing down the shift pedal and downshifting is made by
kicking up the shift pedal, the first shift spindle sensor 55
may be made to detect downshifting action and the sec-
ond shift spindle sensor 155 may be to detect upshifting
action. By doing so, with the positional relation of the first
and second shift spindle sensors 55 and 155 relative to
the shift spindle 51 as it is, the arrangement shown in
FIG. 11 can be used in the above case.
[0196] As shown in FIG. 12, the fuel pump unit 110
(shown in dotted pattern) fixed to the bottom plate 13b
of the fuel tank 13 disposed above the crankcase 23 has
at least portion thereof overlapping vertically with the first
and second shift spindle sensors 55 and 155, with respect
to the longitudinal and widthwise directions of the vehicle.
In such an arrangement, the fuel delivery portion 110t
projecting downward from a central region of the pump
unit 110 is located between the first and second shift
spindle sensors 55 and 155, with respect to the direction
of the length of the shift spindle 51. Therefore, the fuel
delivery portion 110t can be set without interference with
the first and second shift spindle sensors 55 and 155,
whereby the fuel pump unit 110 can be installed at a
lowered position as possible, close to the crankcase 23.
This means that the bottom plate 13b of the fuel tank 13
attached to the fuel pump unit 110 can be lowered, where-
by the total volume of the fuel tank 13 can be increased
as much as possible.
[0197] With reference to FIG. 21, the motorcycle 1 is
mounted thereon the quick-shifting mechanism Q for en-
abling a speed change operation without the clutching
action by lowering the output of the internal combustion
engine 21. The quick-shifting mechanism Q is operated
by detection signal from the shift stroke sensor 75 de-
tecting initial movement of the link mechanism 70 and by
detection signals from the first and second shift spindle
sensors 55 and 155. The quick-shifting mechanism Q
performs reduction of the output of the internal combus-
tion engine base on the signal from the shift stroke sensor
75 and performs release of the engine output reduction
based on signals from the first and second shift spindle
sensors 55 and 155. For this reason, the quick-shifting
mechanism Q enables engine output control at a proper
timing, as well as a reduction in transmission torque, with
resultant smooth disengagement of the dog clutch in the
transmission and with resultant smooth and quick speed
change of the transmission.
[0198] Although the two embodiments of the transmis-
sion apparatus 30 according to the present invention
have been described in detail above, the present inven-
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tion is not limited to the above embodiments, but many
changes and modifications may be made therein without
departing from the scope of the invention.
[0199] The transmission apparatus 30 according to the
embodiments of the present invention changes transmis-
sion gear positions when the shift lever 62 is operated to
turn the shift spindle 51 through the link mechanism 70.
However, the shift spindle may, for example, be turned
by an actuator such as an electric motor to cause the
transmission apparatus 30 to change transmission gear
positions, as disclosed in JP 6069774 referred to above.
[0200] The detectable surface 51f of the shift spindle
51 is not limited to the illustrated flat shape, but may be
formed as an uneven surface.

[Description of Reference Signs]

[0201]

1···Motorcycle, 2···Vehicle frame, 3···Main frame,
3a···Head pipe, 4···Center frame, 5···Seat rail,
13···Fuel tank, 13b···Bottom plate, 14···Seat,
16···Support bracket, 17···Back step,
20···Power unit, 21···Internal combustion engine,
22···Crankshaft, 23···Crankcase, 23U···Upper
crankcase member, 23Ua···Upper wall, 23D···Re-
cess, 23A···Drum sensor mount seat, 23Af···Drum
sensor mount seat face, 23Ah···Through drum sen-
sor mount hole, 23B···Spindle sensor mount seat,
23Bf···Spindle sensor mount seat face,
23Bh···Through spindle sensor mount hole,
23C···Rotational sensor mount seat, 23h···Hanger,
23Ub···Clutch housing, 23Uc···Bulging portion,
23L···Lower crankcase member,
30···Transmission apparatus, 31···Transmission,
32···Main shaft, 33···Countershaft or output shaft,
37···Output sprocket cover, 38···AC generator,
39···ACG cover,
41···Shift drum, 41f···Detectable surface, 41fp···Pro-
jection tip, 42···Shift fork shaft, 43···Shift fork,
44···Primary driven gear, 45···Transmission clutch,
46···Clutch cover, 47···Clutch actuator,
48···Shift drum sensor or neutral switch, 48a···Drum
sensor body, 48b···Drum sensor actuator
48f···Flange,
51···Shift spindle, 51f···Detectable surface, 52···Shift
drum actuating mechanism, 53···Ratchet arm,
55···(First) shift spindle sensor, 55a···Spindle sensor
body, 55b···Spindle sensor actuator, 55f···Flange,
60···Support bracket, 61···Shift support shaft,
62···Shift lever, 63···Shift pedal, 64···Pin, 70···Link
mechanism, 71···Shift arm, 72···Shift rod, 73···Lost-
motion mechanism, 75···Shift stroke sensor,
80···Rotational speed sensor, 80a···Sensor body,
80b···Detector, 81···Lock arm, 82···Bolt,
90···Starter motor, 91···Drive shaft, 92···Large-diam-
eter gear, 93···Small-diameter gear, 94···Starter driv-
en gear

101···Shift spindle, 111···Fuel pump, 112···Fuel sup-
ply hose, 113···Fuel injection valve,
155···Second shift spindle sensor, 155a···Spindle
sensor body, 155b···Spindle sensor actuator,
160···Throttle sensor,
Q···Quick-shifting mechanism, 200···ECU (Electron-
ic control unit), 201···Ignition device.

Claims

1. A transmission apparatus incorporated in a power
unit mounted on a small-size vehicle and including
a shift spindle (51) rotatable in response to a gear
shifting action, a shift drum (41) rotatable through a
shift drum actuating mechanism (52) by rotation of
the shift spindle (51), and a case (23) covering the
shift spindle (51) and the shift drum (41), the trans-
mission apparatus (30) comprising:

a shift spindle sensor (55) for detecting rotary
movement of the shift spindle (51); and
a shift drum sensor (48) for detecting rotary
movement of the shift drum (41);

wherein the shift spindle sensor (55) is mounted in
and extends through a through spindle sensor mount
hole (23Bh) defined in a spindle sensor mount seat
(23B) formed on a predetermined portion of the case
(23);
the shift drum sensor (48) is mounted in and extends
through a through drum sensor mount hole (23Ah)
defined in a drum sensor mount seat (23A) formed
on a predetermined portion of the case (23); and
a direction in which the shift spindle sensor (55) is
mounted in and extends through the through spindle
sensor mount hole (23Bh) is same as a direction in
which the shift drum sensor (48) is mounted in and
extends through the through drum sensor mount
hole (23Ah).

2. The transmission apparatus as claimed in Claim 1,
wherein the shift spindle sensor (55) is a limit switch
having a spindle sensor actuator (55b) projecting
from a spindle sensor body (55a), and is operable
to be selectively turned on and off in response to
advancing and retracting movement of the spindle
sensor actuator (55b), which is held in contact with
a detectable surface (51f) on a part of an outer cir-
cumferential surface of the shift spindle (51);
the shift drum sensor (48) is a limit switch having a
drum sensor actuator (48b) projecting from a drum
sensor body (48a), and is operable to be selectively
turned on and off in response to advancing and re-
tracting movement of the drum sensor actuator
(48b), which is held in contact with a detectable sur-
face (41f) on a part of an outer circumferential sur-
face of the shift drum (48); and
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directions of advancing and retracting movement of
the spindle sensor actuator (55b) are same as direc-
tions of advancing and retracting movement of the
drum sensor actuator (48b) .

3. The transmission apparatus as claimed in Claim 1
or 2,
wherein the shift spindle (51) and the shift drum (41)
have respective rotational central axes extending
parallel to each other and are staggered horizontally
with respect to each other such that they are kept
out of vertical alignment with each other; and
the spindle sensor mount seat (23B) and the drum
sensor mount seat (23A) are formed on an upper
wall (23Ua) of the case (23) covering the shift spindle
(51) and the shift drum (41) from above.

4. The transmission apparatus as claimed in any one
of Claims 1 through 3,
wherein at least one of the spindle sensor mount
seat (23B) and the drum sensor mount seat (23A) is
provided on a bottom wall of a recess (23D) defined
in the case (23) and extending inward from an outer
surface of the case (23).

5. The transmission apparatus as claimed in Claim 4,
wherein the power unit (20) is suspended from a ve-
hicle body frame (2) of the small-size vehicle through
a projecting hanger (23h) of the case (23); and
the shift drum sensor (48) is mounted on the drum
sensor mount seat (23A) on the bottom wall of the
recess (23D) defined in the hanger (23h).

6. The transmission apparatus as claimed in any one
of Claims 1 through 5,
wherein a rotational speed sensor (80) for detecting
rotation of a transmission gear (32g) rotatably sup-
ported on a transmission gear shaft (32) of the trans-
mission apparatus (30) is provided, and the rotation-
al speed sensor (80) is mounted in and extends
through the case (23) at a position closer to one of
the shift spindle sensor (55) and the shift drum sen-
sor (48) than to the other of the shift spindle sensor
(55) and the shift drum sensor (48).

7. The transmission apparatus as claimed in Claim 6,
wherein the shift drum sensor (48) is mounted on
the drum sensor mount seat (23A) formed on a por-
tion of the case (23) adjacent to one end of the shift
drum (41) in rotational central axis directions thereof;
and
the rotational speed sensor (80) is mounted on a
portion of the case (23) adjacent to another end of
the shift drum (41) which is opposite to the one end
in the rotational central axis directions thereof.

8. The transmission apparatus as claimed in any one
of Claims 1 through 7,

wherein, at a position separated from the shift spin-
dle sensor (55) along a longitudinal direction of the
shift spindle (51), a second shift spindle sensor (155)
for detecting rotary movement of the shift spindle
(51) is provided on the case (23).

9. The transmission apparatus as claimed in Claim 8,
wherein the first-named shift spindle sensor (55) is
for detecting rotary movement of the shift spindle
(51) in one direction, and the second shift spindle
sensor (155) is for detecting rotary movement of the
shift spindle (51) in the other direction.

10. The transmission apparatus as claimed in Claim 8
or Claim 9,
wherein the small-size vehicle includes center
frames (4) extending rearward from left and right
main frames (3) extending from a head pipe (3a);
a fuel tank (13) is mounted between the center
frames (4);
a fuel pump unit (110) having a fuel pump (111) with
a fuel delivery portion (110t) is mounted on a bottom
plate (13b) of the fuel tank (13) with the fuel delivery
portion (110t) protruding downward from the bottom
plate (13b);
the fuel tank (13) is positioned above the case (23);
and
at least a portion of the fuel pump unit (110) is in
vertically overlapping relation with the first-named
shift spindle sensor (55) and the second shift spindle
sensor (155).

11. The transmission apparatus as claimed in any one
of Claims 8 through 10,
wherein the small-size vehicle (1) is mounted ther-
eon with a quick-shifting mechanism (Q) for lowering
output of the engine (21) to perform speed change
operation without transmission clutch operation;
the shift spindle (51) is configured to rotate by a shift-
ing operation of a shift lever (62) by way of a link
mechanism (70);
a shift sensor (75) is provided for detecting initial
movement of the link mechanism (70) due to a shift-
ing action; and
the quick-shifting mechanism (Q) is operable based
on a detection signal from the shift sensor (75) and
on detection signals from the first-named shift spin-
dle sensor (55) and the second shift spindle sensor
(155).
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